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Minato Namikace (波⾵ミナト, Namikace Minato) was the Fourth Hokage (四代⽬⽕影, Yondaime Hokage, Literally Meaning: Fourth Fire Shadow) Konohagakure. It was known around the world as the yellow flash of Konohi (⽊ノ葉⻩⾊い閃光, Konoha no Kiira Senko, English TELEVISION: yellow Flash of the Leaf). He died in an attack
by Nine-tailed Demon Fox, sacrificing his life to seal part of the Nine Tails in his newborn son, Naruto Uzumaki. Content show Von Early life Minato in the team Jiraiya. Minato entered the Konoha Academy with a dream to earn the respect and recognition of the villagers, becoming Hokage. When Kushina Uzumaki moved to Konoha, she
was placed in the same class as Minato. Minato immediately attracted her bright red hair, finding it beautiful. Minato was a natural prodigy, like a ninja, the likes of which appears only once in a generation. When he was added to the genin team led by Giraya, Giraya took a special interest in Minato and took him as his apprentice, teaching
him many of his own signature abilities. Over time, Minato's exceptional skills led Giraya to believe that he might be the Child of Prophecy who would one day save the world. Minato saves Kushina. Years later, after they had finished school and became ninjas, Kushina was kidnapped by Kumogakure. Konoha mobilized his ninja to pick
her up, but only Minato noticed the strands of Cuskin's red hair left to mark their way. Minato, acting alone, saved her from her captors. On his way back to Konohu, Minato confessed that he admired her hair and her strength, leaving Kushina, who had previously considered Minato unreliable and even a girl, fell in love with him. Konoha in
the yellow flash team Minato. Minato and Kushina have been a couple since he saved her, and with her love Kushina was able to keep her sealed nine tails. They eventually got married. Watching ball's tailed beast, Minato began the three-year process of creating Rasengan, the height of the transformation of the form. He spent the rest of
his life trying to combine it with his own nature. Proving himself an experienced and responsible ninja, Minato led his team consisting of Rin Nohar, Obito Uchhihi and Kakashi Hatake. In the anime, the Third Hokaga gave Minato a special task to help Kakashi overcome the bitterness caused by his father's death and remind him of the
human element of being a ninja. Minato gave his team a test on its formation to teach them the value of teamwork. Minato often held less against the huge Kakashi than with Rin and Obito so they couldn't get the bells without teamwork. Unfortunately, Kakashi understood this, but used Obito and Rin only as a means to get the bells.
However, he passed them because they achieved the goal of the test by working as a team. Although he encouraged them to improve their teamwork message that Obito and Rin had taken to heart, but fell on deaf ears with Kakashi. When Konoha participated in World War III in Shinobi, Minato's commitments were divided between
teaching his students and helping to fight. During the mission in Kusagakur to destroy the bridge, Kannabi Minato handed over the leadership of the Kakashi mission, who had recently become a Tianan when he headed to the front line. He met the survivors and the ninja Konoha and single-handedly destroyed the opposing forces of
Iwagakure. In the anime, his victory in this battle against a thousand ninjas convinced the Third Tsuchikaj to accept a peace treaty. When he met with his team afterwards, he found Kakashi and Rina surrounded by Yves Nina, Obito had already been lost. He rescued them, helped them complete their original mission as soon as they
recovered, and returned to Konoha with them to mourn Obito. Minato's competing commitments later repeated the tragedy of Obito's death: while he was on another mission, Rin was kidnapped by Kirigakure and died during Kakashi's attempt to return her. He's attacking Minato. Minato encountered A Kumogakure several times during the
war. During their first meeting, Minato and A fought at their speed, and Minato proved that faster. He was ordered to retreat before their competition could be resolved, but he lingered to praise A and his brother, B, a gen cuckish like Kushina; he called A to take care of B and remember that he was a man. Persecuted by Minato, Minato
moved against B, threatening to kill him if A did not let him and his team go. Minato was sure that he and A would one day meet like Cage. The fourth Hokage Minato becomes Hokage. For his performance during the war, Minato was chosen to replace Orochimaro to become the Fourth Hochita. He taught the Flying Thunder God
Technique to the Hokaga Guardians platoon to better assist them in their duties to serve Hokaga at any given time. In the anime, he also tried to help Kakashi, now Anb, get out of the darkness he fell into after obito and Rin's death. During the gradual transfer of his duties from the Third Hokaga, the Third advised Minato to restore the
value of Kakashi's life by instructing him to protect Kushina during pregnancy. Minato and Kushin, future parents. Like the jinchariki, the strain of the birth would have weakened the seal by hiding the Nine Tails sealed in Kushina. For this reason, special precautions had to be taken: the child was secretly taken to a remote location outside
the village, with barriers around the area and several Anbu guards as additional protection. Minato wasn't too worried about the birth, and actually gave Kakashi a day off in gratitude for his good work. He and Kushina have already decided on the name of their son, Naruto, in honor of the main character of Jiraya's first book, hoping that
their Naruto will be as determined as they are (and therefore its author). Giraya tried to convince them to make a different choice, as it would make him Naruto's godfather, but they insisted that it was good. Naruto was born on the night of October 10. Moments after his birth, Minato began preparing to recover the weakened seal of the
Nine Tails, but was interrupted by the arrival of a masked man otherwise known as Toby. Toby killed Angou's guards and midwives and took newborn Naruto hostage, threatening to kill him if Minato did not get away from Kushina. Minato immediately took Naruto from him, but found that the Naruto had been tagged. Minato was forced to
teleport to keep Naruto from harm, allowing Toby to escape with Kusina. He found a safe place for Naruto and teleported to Kushina in time to save her from being killed by the Nine Tails recovered from Toby's body. He reunited his mother and son before setting off to defend the village. Minato ran into a masked man. Minato returned to
the village in the early stages of the Nine Tails attack on Konoha, arriving in time to teleport from the tailed beast before it destroyed the Hokage rock. He tried to get to the Third Hokaga to inform him of the incident, but was interrupted by Toby, who tried to ward him off. Minato reacted in time to escape, but Toby chased him. Because
Toby controlled the Nine Tails, defeating him was very important to save Konoha. Minato initially struggled to successfully hit him, but, after several unsuccessful attacks, he finally hit him with a sengan and branded him a Flying Thunder God seal, allowing him to teleport to Toby when he wanted to. He then used a contract seal on Toby to
free the Nine Tails out of his control, forcing him to flee. Minato uses a dead demonic seal. No longer controlled, Nine Tails began to retreat from the village, although it continued to attack Konoha's ninjas who were chasing him. As he prepared another tailed beast ball, Minato again arrived in time to stop him, this time dropping
Gamabunta on it. Kushina restrained him and erected a barrier so he could not escape while they decided what to do. Already dying of the removal of the Nine Tails, Kushina offered to seal him back into it, so that he died with her. Minato rejected this, believing that the strength of the Nine Tails would be necessary in the future if and
when Toby struck again. Recalling Giraya's words about the child of prophecy, Minato decided to believe that Naruto was that child and that one day he would save the world. To prepare Naruto for this, Minato made Naruto the New Jincharik of the Nine Tails to use his power. Minato and Kushina protect Naruto. Because Chakra was too
huge to be sealed into a baby, Minato used the Dead Demon Consuming Seal to cut his chakra in half by sealing Yin half in himself. Realizing what they were planning, Nine Tails tried to kill Naruto, but Minato and Kushin used themselves as shields. With the last ounce of power, Minato summoned Herotor, gave him the seal key he used
on Naruto, and sent him to Giraya. Meanwhile, Kushina told Naruto how much he was loved by his parents, who were Minato's prikoman. He sealed half of Jan's Nine Tails in Naruto, weaving Kushina's chakra into print so that she could one day help Naruto learn to control the Nine Tails and his chakras. He mingled in some of his own
chakra, too, programming it to activate if ever the seal was about to break so he could restore it. Seeing the Third Hokaga nearby, Minato made a final plea to the inhabitants of konoha Village: to think of Naruto as a hero, not a monster container that had caused so much death and destruction. With this, his soul was consumed by the
Shinigs, ending Minato's life. Personality Despite his physical resemblance to Naruto, Minato was a very modest and collected man. Very insightful and insightful, he was marked as not doing something for no reason. He was well aware of the terror that his reputation inspired in rival villages, and sometimes it could be used, but even then
he would respect his opponents. Minato would also not interfere in other people's personal affairs if he did not feel it was necessary, nor was he the one who holds the grudge, only pitying Obito, despite his role in his own and The Death of Kushina. In any case, Minato blames himself for his death for several reasons; he could not save
Obito from the fate that corrupted him, Konohu from the difficulties that arose after his death, and even his own son Naruto from the painful and difficult life he suffered as an orphan of the jincharica. Naruto is not without any personality traits of his father: both have indomitable spirits and fierce ambitions that carry them through all their
choices in life. Both have the unwavering devotion of Konoha and their loved ones - friends and family - and that devotion inspires all those around them. Like Naruto, Minato tended to create questionable methods, although in Minato's case they were complex names that he came up with, not actual technique. This was evident when he
called The Scorch Release: Halo Hurricane Jet Black Arrow Style zero, although then he admitted that it didn't sound very good. After becoming a Hokage, Minato became more proud of himself, calling himself ore, which is a proud way of saying me or me, rather than using vatashi, a more formal way to know yourself. However, this did
not make him haughty as he still addressed others with the appropriate honorable. The look of Minato is fully appearance. Minato Naruto in terms of appearance; both have blue eyes and spiky, blond hair. The minato is also jaw-length bangs framing both sides of his face. According to Giraya, Minato was considered very beautiful. His
usual outfit consisted of Konoha's standard uniform with two stripes on both sleeves, a green body armor jacket, a blue forehead protector and blue sandals. After becoming a Hokage, he began to wear long, short-sleeved white haori over his usual outfit, covered in a thin orange rope at the front. Haori was adorned with red fiery motifs
around the edges, and the kanji for Fourth Hokazh (四代⽬⽕影, Yondaime Hokage) was written vertically down the back. During his time at the Academy, he was dressed in a simple white suit with a green trim and hood. He was dressed in a tracksuit with three stripes on his sleeves, a mesh under the armor, a pair of black pants and
sandals. Minato's ability to defeat Toby. Minato was one of the most powerful shinobi in history, considered by many as unsurpassed by anyone else. During World War III, Shinobi was given escape orders to the enemy Chinobi if they encountered him. In the anime, he was able to single-handedly destroy a thousand Iwagakure Shinobi, a
feat that forced Onoki to accept a peace treaty. During the Nine Tails attack on Konoha, only thanks to the actions of Minato Toby and the fox were defeated, and the village was saved from destruction. Years later, with the impending threat of Approaching Orochimaro, Minato was considered the only one who could stop Sannin, resulting
in his death deeply regretted. Minato's combat style revolved mainly around suddenly emerging and equally rapidly sweeping enemies, often excluding traditional laborious methods such as hand-printed. Minato taught Jiraya how to summon toads, and was one of the few people to earn the respect and full cooperation of Gamabunta. He
had a skill with barrier ninjutsu. Minato was also an adept of a sensor capable of detecting chakra signatures from long distances. For closer purposes, he could detect everyone within the area by putting his finger on the ground. Minato has also been experienced in the natural transformations of Fire, Wind, Lightning, along with Yin and
Yang release. Rasengan Minato, forming Rasengan. After observing the nature of the Tailed Beast, Minato spent three years developing one of his signature methods, Rasengan, the highest level of shape transformation. This gives him an advantage in combat because it does not require manual seals to create and self-use. While it
requires very precise chakra control to use, Minato's skill allowed him to shape it with any hand immediately and vary its size from standard to Rasengan-size big ball, and even as great as his tailed Beast mode. The barrier of space-time Minato. Another signature of Minato was Flying Thunder The technique by which he acquired more
skill and versatility than its creator, the Second Hocage. His exploits with this technique acquired him the nickname yellow flash Konohi. Using the technique, he could instantly move to a place where anything marked with his special seal, be it a tool, a place or a person who was branded. Minato could take others with him, although he
needed to provide a chakra to transport them. He did not need to accompany the targets he teleported, which gave him a defensive option to teleport incoming projectiles. Special Kunai Shurikenjutsu Minato. Minato had his own special brand of kunai for combat; Triple Coonai for better offensive potential. He threw them at opponents or
wielded them as melee tools, even in his mouth. Their main use came from the seals of the God of the Flying Thunder, with them were marked, which allowed him to teleport to where one of the kunai was thrown. He carried a large amount of kunai in the field, which he scattered over a wide area so he could move around with plenty of

options. Although his normal kunai tactics did not require precision, Minato nevertheless had an excellent goal and was able to coordinate the time and placement of throws to allow him to perform difficult maneuvers. Funjutsu Key to the printing of the Nine Tails. Minato learned a few fuinjutsu from Jiraya and Kushina. The most notable of
these was the style of sealing eight trigrams he used to seal the Young Half of the Nine Tails in Naruto, which would allow a small number of Nine Tail chakras to naturally mix with their own naruto. Knowing that the seal would slowly weaken over time, Minato created a key that could speed up or reverse the process. As an additional
precaution, he mixed the kushin and his own chakra with a seal so that when certain conditions were met, they could help Naruto with his control over the power of the Nine Tails, and allow them to see their son after they were dead. Minato could also perform Dead Demonic Seal, with which he had enough acquaintances to know that it
could not be used to seal the entire chakra of the Nine Tails. With the Contract Seal, he could take control of any creatures they called. He also knew how to move the tailed beast from one jincharica to another immediately. Physical prowess and chakra reserves Minato saving Kakashi. Minato was hailed as the fastest shinobi of his time.
While this recognition was partly due to his cosmic time ninjutsu, Minato's natural speed and prowess with the technique of body flickering were immense: he could easily get ahead of the other three Kage-Level ninjas and engage in battle with the enemy or gain an ally before anyone realized what he was doing; It could cover a
considerable distance in a short period of time perform the technique before the enemy can finish them. In the anime, he appears before the sensors can detect his approach and instantly defeat the three shinobi with a minimum minimum Minato's reflexes allowed him to react and avoid methods without warning, such as Kamui and
Lightning Straight. Minato had large reserves of chakra capable of causing the massive toad boss Of Gamabunta, as well as teleporting several massive targets, such as the tailed beast and their attacks. His control of the chakra was very refined, as evidenced by his creation of the rasengan and his ability to weave hand-printed with only
one hand. Jinchariki Conversion Home article: Nine Tails Chakra Mode Minato in Nine Tail Chakra Mode mode. Minato became a genian of nine Yin-half tails shortly before his death, though it was not until his reincarnation that he could use it. Unlike most tailed beasts, Nine offered no resistance to cooperation with Minato, which gave
him immediate access to the Nine Tails Chakra regime, which impressed all viewers. Minato's shape was slightly darker with different markings than Naruto's, but otherwise identical in appearance and ability; He can use the weapon of the chakra, enter the Tailed Beast mode, create the Beast's Tailed Balls, and perform stronger versions
of his usual methods. Minato later lost access to his power after his half of the Nine Tails was stolen by Black zets. Senjutsu Minato in sage mode. The large reserves of Minato chakra allowed him to learn mount Myobok's senjutsu, revealing his technique and physical parameters, entering the sage mode. He was able to perfectly balance
the natural energy with his chakra, showing only orange pigmentation around the eyes - the true markings of the sage. However, by his own admission, Minato's skill in senjutsu was limited, and it took too long to create a chakra for him. He hasn't used it in a real battle, and he can't sustain it for long. Minato was a very determined man,
having the highest scores in the history of the Academy. Even at a young age, only he, of all the ninjas who had been sent to save Kusina, noticed a trail she had left to mark the path of her captors. In combat, he could correctly pull out basic mechanics for technique after seeing it only once, and from there the plan around his strengths
and weaknesses to his advantage or his allies. With his observational skills, he was able to determine the enemy's plans and motives based only on limited evidence. After he had finished the analysis, Minato would have struck quickly and accurately, attacking vulnerabilities at the most appropriate moments. Like Hokage, Minato was
preparing for the threats facing Konoch by placing a network of marked locations around the outskirts of the village for him to teleport, including at least two safe houses and also handed over his space-time ninjutsu to the platoon of the Hokage Guard. Part II Pain Attack Home article: Assault pain during his struggle with pain, Naruto is
almost tempted by The Nine Tails to remove his seal. This activates Minato's print protection bringing his imprint appears in Naruto's subconscious and It. Minato says he's not happy to see Nine Tails again, but admits his actions allowed him to see his son. Naruto takes this and, having never learned the identity of his parents, is very
happy to meet his father. Nine tails continue to threaten to kill Minato while they talk, so he and Naruto move. Minato trusts Naruto. Naruto is angry that his own father seals in him nine tails and knocks Minato out of frustration, which he understands and apologizes to Naruto. He quickly copes with this, noting that, being the son of the
Fourth Hokaj, he can cope with it. Minato's time with Naruto is limited, so he quickly escaped from what he had already observed through Naruto: that Pain had destroyed Konoha and killed Giraya. Despite what he did, Minato suggests that pain is only a symptom of the shinobi system and that he took advantage of Toby. Naruto is
depressed, unsure whether he can forgive Pain or do anything to stop the cycle of hatred that has produced him, but Minato replies that he believes in Naruto. He restores the seal of the Nine Tails before disappearing. Power Main article: Power in the anime, when Naruto almost loses control after his clone absorbs the chakra of the Nine
Tails, Minato appears before him again to restore the seal. Minato once again expresses his confidence in his son and his ability to overcome any adversity. World War 4 Shinobi: Climax Main Article: World War I. Shinobi: The Climax Four Hokage are reincarnated. At the request of Sask Uchiha, Orshimaru frees the souls of the first four
Hokages from the shinigami's stomach so that he can reincarnate them. After taking in their surroundings, The First and Second Hokage are excited to meet Minato, the Fourth, and take it as a sign of the prosperity of the village. Minato says he doesn't know since he died before the Third Hokage did. While Sask talks to the First Hoza,
Minato discovers the Chakra Naruto and is glad to feel that he has gained complete control of the Nine Tails. Hokage arrives on the battlefield. Listening to the four Hokaga, Sask decides to side with Toby and Madara Uchiha in the ongoing World War II Shinobi. Hokage can also help, and they went to the site of the Allied Shinobi battle
with the Ten Tails. Minato, eager to see Naruto, arrives first, just in time, to warp from the Ten Tails of the Tail Beast Ball, rescuing Naruto and the Allies. He meets Sakura Haruno and asks if she is Naruto's friend. Sakura gets angry and beats Naruto for his response, reminding Minato Kushina. When the other Hokage arrive they jointly
erect a barrier to limit the ten tails. Minato strikes Obito. Some time later, Toby appears over the Ten Tails and begins to revive Madara, which the Alliance focuses on prevention. Minato cannot leave his position or the barrier will fall, so it sends a clone shadow to help. Toby is still branded the flying seal of the God of Thunder from their
last encounter, a clone of the shadow is able to teleport to him and hit him down. Only after he attacks, he realizes that Toby - his old student, Obito Uchiha. The attack ends too late, and Obito seals ten tails into himself, becoming his jinch'riki. After Obito breaks down the barrier, the First and Second are drawn into it to determine his new
abilities, leaving Minato to take everyone else to a safe distance. The Birth of TenThaiis' Jinchariki Home article: The Birth of Ten Tails' Jinch'riki Minato clashes with Obito once again. Minato joins the offensive against Obito. He can no longer teleport directly to Obito because the seal of the God of the Flying Thunder has disappeared from
his body, so he must draw him directly. Shortly before they collided with Obito, still struggling to control the power of the Ten Tails, finally mastering it and striking Minato. He separates Minato's right hand and puts a ball on him looking for the truth that Tobirama teleported before it exploded. Minato, Second, Naruto and Sask coordinate
their efforts to attack Obito with the Flying Thunder God Mutual Instant Rotating Technique, but Obito emerges undamaged. Moreover, Minato's hand has not regenerated, indicating that Obito Balls seeking the truth may negate the benefits of Unclean World Reincarnation. Minato and Naruto unite their power. The Alliance traps them in
its barrier and prepares to destroy them all with a flurry of tailed beast balls. With little time to act, Naruto forms a plan: he and Minato connect the Chakra Kurama, which binds all the allied forces with which Naruto shared his chakras, and allows Minato to teleport them all from the barrier. Minato is very impressed with Naruto's quick
thinking and says he would like to have a better chance of talking to him. Naruto explains that this is not necessary, as he has already met Kushin and heard everything. Minato is moved to tears of pride. Minato and Naruto attack Obito. After learning that Obito is susceptible to senjutsu, Minato prepares to attack while Naruto enters Sage
mode. They then both enter the Tailed Beast mode and attack with the combined Rasengan, breaking Obito's defenses and forcing him to show the shape of the Tree of the Ten Tails. They evade the roots of the tree, but the levels of the Minato chakra are severely depleted. He is forced to keep his distance and watch Naruto lead the
allied Shinobi in another attack on Obito. When the Alliance begins to burn the tailed beasts out of Obito's body, Minato helps Naruto pull out fragments of Kurama's chakra, and eventually they succeed. Minato stops Kakashi from killing Obito. Obito can't move after the defeat, and Kakashi moves to kill him. Minato stops him, feeling
obito's heart change as he removes Kurama's chakra. Bye Naruto and leave to confront Madara, Minato and Kakashi remain with Obito. Obito Obito on his actions and decides that he has done terrible things that he wants to make amends by using Samsara's heavenly life technique to revive those he killed. While he forms hand-printed,
Black zetsu emerges from the ground and takes control of his body. Minato and Kakashi are confused, so Obito explains that he was forced to revive Madara. Black Zetsu also tries to take Rinnegan Obito to deliver to Madara. Minato and Kakashi move to stop it, but nothing can be done, it will not harm Obito. Before Black zetsu takes full
control of his body, Obito begs Minato and Kakasi to destroy Rennegan at all costs. Minato reluctantly seals Yin-Kurama in the Black Zetsu. Just before Minato can attack, Yin-Kurama warns him of the loss of Naruto Yang-Kurama. He was soon taken to the side of Minato, with Sakura performing emergency life support and Gaara
explaining that the only chance to save Naruto's life is if he is given Yin Kurama. Just as Minato begins the transmission, Black zetsu intercepts him and takes Yin-Kurama for himself. Madara arrives immediately after that, now the new Ten Tail ginchariki and the intention to take Rinnegan Obito. Minato enters the sage mode and attacks
him with Kakashi, but they are easily repelled, and Minato loses his other hand. Before Madara can take what he wants, Obito regains control of his body and, with some help from Kakashi, escapes from Naruto and Sakura with Kamuya. Minato intercepts Madara's attack on Guy. Maybe Guy arrives, ready to give his life to defeat Madara.
With his energy and weapons gone, Minato can do very little to help directly, but he can at least give Guy an opening. He instructs Roka Lee to throw one of his God of flying Thunder Kunai into the Madara Balls, which Minato teleports to catch a few and escape with them, allowing the Gays to initiate his attack. Minato, meanwhile,
teleports into the rock of Hokaga, where he is left with an inert Truth Looking for Balls. Later he witnesses the failure of others, when the Infinite Tsukumi is abandoned and the inhabitants of the village of Konoha intertwine God: the Christmas of the world of trees. He tries to cut some people off the tree but has no success as another
branch just shapes and plants them again. Kaguya Otsutsuki Strikes Main Article: Kaguya Otsutsuki Strikes Minato Wishes Happy Birthday to Naruto before leaving. Minato returns to the battlefield and reunites with the other Hokage, the only ones not affected by the Infinite Tsukuyomi. When they try to figure out what they can do to help,
the four Hokage meet the spirit of the sage of the Six Ways who recruits their help. As they join forces with the spirits of the other dead, Kage summon Naruto, Sask, Kakashi, Sakura, Madara, and tailed beasts from Kagui's dimension. Minato congratulates Naruto on the end of the war and wishes him a happy seventeenth birthday.
Satisfied with his son's prospects for the future, Minato and others returning to the The sage of the six ways with Minato silently promising to tell Cushina everything that happened. After Minato's death, the Third Hokage informed the villagers of Minato about the last request to consider Naruto a hero. Very few were able to separate their
hatred of the Nine Tails from Naruto, prompting the Third to ban anyone from talking about the Nine Tails, hoping that the younger generation would not blindly hate Naruto, as the rest of the villagers did. He also concealed Naruto's connection with Minato to keep him safe from his father's enemies, and otherwise did his best to give
Naruto a comfortable life. For many years, Naruto did not know the identity of his parents, as did much of Konoha. Even when he was unaware of his attitude towards Minato, Naruto still admired the Fourth Hochit, considering him a hero who gave his life for the village, and was overjoyed whenever their resemblance was counted. Before
Naruto left Konoha to train with Giraya, he looked at the Face of the Fourth Hokaga on the Hokage Rock and asked him to look after him. Upon learning that Minato was his father, Naruto was proud of it and felt that he had a responsibility to make his parents' sacrifices worth it. After Minato's death, the Third was forced to resume his
position as Hokage, a role he filled until his death, and was unable to find a replacement for Minato's calibre. Minato himself was considered a hero of the village, and, in fact, one of the greatest ninjas Konoha ever created, so much so that the villagers will regret his death whenever tragedy struck the village. Since Minato was never able
to tell anyone what happened during the Nine Tails attack, the villagers came to their own conclusions, and Uchiha was suspected of doing so, creating the wrong will that culminated in the fall of the Uchiha clan. Giraya acknowledged that Minato would not have sealed the Nine Tails in his son had he not had good reasons, and that
Minato intended Naruto to gain control of the Nine Tails, but he could never infer why. After the end of World War I, his apprentice Kakashi Hatake became the Sixth Hochita, and his son Naruto became the Seventh Hochita. A few years after the war, Minato had two grandchildren who inherited his immense talent. In other media films
Naruto Shipppeden film: The Lost Tower Home article: Naruto Shipppeden Film: The Lost Tower of Minato, as pictured in the film. Twenty years ago, Minato and Kakashi were part of a team sent to Ryoran to stop Mukada, who had gone missing from the future, from using the Ryomaku Source to make a puppet army that would conquer
the five Great Shinobi. When they arrive in Raran, they meet Naruto, who Minato understands also from the future. Minato is trying to get Naruto to leave so he doesn't tell them anything that will change the future. However, Naruto believes that Minato and his team The queen of Rohran, Sarah, and attacks them until he recognizes Minato
as the Fourth Hawkage. Naruto and Supreme Final Rasengan Minato. In the interest of preventing Naruto from saying anything else about events that have not yet happened, Minato instructs him to protect Sarah, and gives him the Flying Thunder God Kunai actually. When Naruto and Sara later fight Mukada, Minato and his team arrive
to help. Mukade merges with his puppets, becoming a giant puppet monster, using the power of Ryumaku. While Sarah tries to cut off Ryominaka from his ied, Minato and Naruto attack him, the first is surprised when the latter uses Rasengan. The attack fails, and Naruto remains exhausted, so Minato lends him some of his own and
advises him on where Mukade's weaknesses are. Realizing that Naruto is his son and that they therefore have a similar chakra, they can create the Supreme Final Rasengan and defeat Mukada. After Minato completely seals Ryumaka, Naruto begins to glow when he begins to return in his time. Naruto tries to fight this, wanting to talk to
Minato and warn him about what will happen, but Minato refuses. Naruto asks if there is even a chance that Minato is his father, to which Minato replies that if he ever has a son, he would like to be like Naruto. Naruto smiles and sheds tears of joy before being sent back to the future. Minato wipes everyone's memory so that their meeting
with Naruto does not change the future. Road to Ninja: Naruto's main film article: The Road to Ninja: Naruto Movie In an Alternate World, Minato never became Hokage and so he and Kushina did not die on the night of his son, Menma, born. Although essentially just like his real colleague (kind, courageous and obedient), it is Minato who
values the safety of his family above all else, choosing to put his well-being above everyone else. Video game Minato Namikace is a playable character in the following video games: Although not a playable character, Minato appears in the early parts of the Ultimate Ninja series as part of Naruto's ultimate technique called Mysterious Help
Arrives. Trivia Name Minato means harbor (港), while its surname Namikaze (波⾵) means waves and wind. Minato finished ninth in the sixth character popularity poll and seventh in the seventh poll. Minato's silhouette can be seen poorly against the backdrop of Naruto Shippudena's third opening, behind Naruto and Sora, and under Nine
Tails, in connection with his attack on Konoha, which binds all four characters. At the Hidden Leaf Village Grand Sports Festival!, Minato suddenly appears in the stadium hallway as Naruto runs to the toilets. All these speeches in this special were only for the comical effect. In the film Naruto Shippyuden: The Lost Tower of Chakra Minato
appears to be light green, unlike the usual blue. Piero Settei's Studio Sheets show that he was 147 cm when he saved Kushina from from According to the Data Journal (s): Minato's hobby was reading; Jiraya's novels were his favorites. Minato wanted to fight Giraya. Minato's favorite food was Kusina's home cooking. Minato completed
847 official missions in total: 122 D-rank, 147 C-rank, 216 B-rank, 323 A-rank, 39 S-rank. Minato's favorite phrase was The Shadow of Fire illuminating the village (⽕影は⾥を照らす, hi no kage wa sato o terasu). On the cover of Chapter 178, the color of Minato's cloak was upside down. Minato is left-handed, but also ambidextrous. This is
shown when he calls using his left hand, meaning he signed a contract with his left hand, but has been shown to use to own his Kunai as well as Rasengan interchangeably with no sign of the preference on which side to use. Before the battle with Pain, Giraya mentioned Minato, who sealed Kurama in Naruto in part with the intention that
Naruto should master a certain technique. Although he never developed what technique it was, it is possible he was referring to the tailed beast ball as soon as jinch'riki has access to this technique, not including the tailed beasts himself, and he made the base of his Rasengan from the tailed beast ball. The quotes (On his dreams) I want
everyone in the village to recognize me and become a great Hokage! Because I know you're strong, body and spirit. But it's a fight between two villages. It's different from other fights, so ... I didn't want to lose you. (As Kakashi is quoted) Those who stray from the path of justice do not have courage, but under the wing of a strong leader
cowardice cannot survive. (Giraya) You are a man with real skill... an example that we should all follow. I can't think of a fine shinobi than you! (The sealing of the Nine Tails inside Naruto) They have a little bit of faith! He's our son after all! (Last words) Naruto... It's your father. Listen... For your nagging mother. (In Naruto) The pain was the
one who killed Jiraya Sezia, but the more I think about it, the more I believe he was killed by the mess that gave rise to Pain. (About Naruto) These feelings... It's really nostalgic. Despite the fact that the situation is so difficult ... He looks like he could do anything... Right... It feels just as if I was with Cushina... That's what it is... (Naruto)
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